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ABSTRACT 
This paper brings the computational study on geometric swirler of outlet vane angle of 55° and 62° for aerodynamic 
flow properties and cold flow analysis to be done. At mass flow rate of 0. 3 to 0. 4 kg/s and equivalence ratio are 0. 6 
to 0. 7 ,the cold flow study on CFD (computational fluid dynamics )analysis in swirler is done at 55° and 62° are 
respectively of outlet vane angle and inlet vane angle are usually zero. Also will have found aerodynamics and 
geometric flow properties in swirler at 55° and 62° vane angles, the swirler numbers are 1.2 and 1.4 respectively is 
calculated. So purely CFD analysis of aerodynamics properties of flow in swirler at various vane angle(such as 55° 
and 62°) is investigated and to be designed improvement of swirler with high efficiency of aerodynamics mixing of 
air and fuel. To support experimental design with CFD analysis will be the key role to predict the improvement of 
performance and efficiency of swirler. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Many different types of airflow patterns are 
employed, so introduce new aerodynamics flow 
pattern through swirler to improve performance of 
gas turbine combustor such as tubular (can type) and 
annular combustor. As per combustor view of gas 
turbine engine, we have to look after the swirler 
performance and its design. Looking of swirler 
design and its performance to do the improvement in 
its aerodynamic properties of its expected geometry 
and CFD analysis. So improve design of swirler as 
improve its performance, required new technique 
rather than experimental, called CFD analysis of flow 
in swirler. 

To do CFD analysis of swirler, to improve design and 
its performance, so become strong swirler as 
aerodynamically. To do CFD analysis of various 
geometry of different swirler vane (such as e, 55° & 
62° ) at suitable swirl number. As we know swirl 
number more than 0.6 is good flow mixing in swirler. 
In CFD analysis of swirler flow, we have to calculate 

velocity contour and turbulent contour to improve 
design as experimentally. 

II DESIGN PARAMETER OF 
SWIRLER 

In design parameter include swirler geometry 
dimension (55° and 62"), cfd flow condition , 
boundary condition and swirler number calculation 
with various vane angle are done. 

(a) Flow condition in swirler 
T inletCT empeture at inlet) = T outlet (Temperature at 
outlet)= 300 K 
Pinlet (Pressure at inlet) = I bar 
P out1e1cPressure at outlet)= 60 K Pa 
□ (Mass flow rate at inlet or oulet) = 0.3 kg/s 
□ (Equivalence ratio)= 0.6 to 0.7 
Fuel= CH4 (Methane) or White Kerosine (C12H 23 ) 

(b) Assumptions and Boundary conditions of 
swirler 

a - or e T hie 1 i Inl t B d oun ary on I IOn 0 C dT f fl ow par ameter as follows: 
Condition Value 

Flow regime Subsonic 

Pressure l bar 

Temperature 300 K 

Flow direction Normal to boundary 

Heat transfer Adiabatic 

Wall condition No slip 

Turbulence Intensity 8% 
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T bl 2 f: 0 tit B a e- or u e d oun ary C d'f on 110n o f fl 
Condition 
Flow regime 
Pressure 
Temperature 
Turbulence Intensity 

(c) Geometric formation: 
D(D,w )(outer diameter)= 38 mm 
d(DHub )(inner diameter) = 18 mm 
Thickness of vane= 1.5 mm 
Height of vane = 8 mm 
Length of vane = 20 mm 
Number of vane = 8 
Vane Angles (8) = 55°, 62° 
LswIR(length of swirler)= 25 mm 
LnoME (length of dome)= 30 mm 
DnoME (Diameter of dome) = 50 mm 

o_ 

LDoaE 
• -I 

Value 
Subsonic 
60kPa 
300 K 
10% 

I 
0 

o_ 
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ow parame ter as follow in table: 

0 .. 

Fig. 1:- Cross-sectional view of SWIRLER 

(d) Calculations of Swirler Number 

Where, 

1 (DHUB )3 
S=.: - o;;;; tane 

31- (DHUB )2 
DsWJR 

S = swirler number 
e = outlet angle of vane 

DHue = diameter from center line of swirler 
Dsw1R = diameter of outer of swirler 

d/D = 0.47 
The different vane angle of swirler numbers are as 
follows : 

*Note: - swirl number of 0.6 is a good mixing for 
swirler. Angle will increase swirl number will 
increase, it's a sign of good swirler but at 68 degree 
angle there will be geometrical obstacle. 

S40 = 0.6, Sso = 0.9, Sss = 1.2, S60 = 1.3, S62 = 1.4, S68 
= 1.9 
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ID MODELING OF GEOMETRY 

In geometry modeling , we shall see about geometry 
analysis of swirler design .As we know Radial swirler 
are more efficient than Axial swirler due to swirl 
effect of flow and better aerodynamics properties , 

there will be good recirculation zone to swirl a flow 
to excellence performance. Per haves our selection is 
radial swirler. In radial swirler outlet vane will vary 
the angle with horizontal line of axis or center line of 
swirler and inlet vane angle starts with is always 
zero. Here the geometry of 55° and 62° are outlet 
vane angle of swirler. 

Fig. 2:- Isomeric view of Import geometry in ANSYS at 55° 

So similarly rest of the geometry draw and processed 
for analysis. 

IV MESHING THE SWIRLER 

In meshing part, as mentioned above and shown 
geometry such as 55° and 62° are each meshed as 
unstructured tetrahedral mesh shaped. So figure of 
meshing sample is shown in Fig 3. 

Fig. 3 :- Messing of the SWIRLER geometry 
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(a) Grid details 
The three dimensional flow regions along with Table3: 
swirler with appropriate swirl angle were modeled Meshing details as different swirl angle 
usmg software solidwork. Three dimensional 
unstructured grids was generated using tetrahedral 
mesh in ANSYS work bench. The grid cells were 
refined in the critical regions, like swirler inlet and 
exit, in anticipation of high velocity and 
pressure gradient. The solutions were predicted by 
us1ng 
ANS YS CFX 16. The grid detail is mentioned in 
table 3. 

Swirler angle 

55° 

62° 

Nodes Elements 

5823 25057 

6054 26450 

V CFD AND COLD FLOW ANALYSIS FOR VARIO US CONTOUR 

CFD analysis of aerodynamics flow properties in swirler with various vane angle with various contour as follows : at 
55° and 62° are respective. 

Fig 4: Turbulence contour for van angle at 55° & 62° respectively. 

As Turbulence contour for various vane angle above 
pasted. The above pasted contour are CFD analyzed 
flow analysis in swirler with various aerodynamics 
aspects like more suitable turbulent zone as well as 
proper recirculation zone should be created to make 
proper mixing of air-fuel to improve better 
performance and efficient. Analysis says that as we 
go increase vane angle more turbulence zone will 
created as we know swirler number more than 0.6. 
Viscosity contour is turbulent analysis in ANSYS 
software. 

I 
I 

I 

Chart -1 
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VI RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

After analysis, will shown detail with performance 
chart with various vane angle and flow analysis of 
aerodynamic phenomena in swirler. So in chart- I as 
viscosity contour performance for vane angle 55°, 
says about velocity of flow in recirculation zone, 
similar and chart-2 for vane angle 62° are plotted to 
say about performance of swirler and aerodynamics 
of various vane angle as mentioned. 

Chart -2 
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VII CONCLUSION 

As per various outlet vane angle flow analysis says 
about it aerodynamic flow characteristics includes 
various turbulence zone, recirculation zone etc . Once 
vane angle increase flow properties increase as per 
our above analysis contour or charts says and 
experimental prediction through complete CFD 
analysis. CFD analysis is improved design and 
performance and to make new efficient design that 
give strong aerodynamics flow properties of swirler . 
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